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We’ve defined a service as..
A series of interdependent touchpoints, perceived by
users as a single functioning entity, used together over
time to solve a problem or achieve a goal.

We’ve reframed our understand of a service, so that we can approach it
with a rigorous, iterative process. Our definition helps provide constraint:
• Defines the components & their relationship to one another
• Indicates that the “service entity” is perceived differently by the customer than it is by
others (presumably the service provider)
• Indicates that it is “used over time” - implying that it’s use is influenced by behavior,
emotion, and perception
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“Since all business are service businesses at some
level, the article [service blueprints as a technique for
designing services] has implications for companies
and organizations across industries. Because
blueprints can be used strategically or at a very
micro-implementation level, managers at all levels
find it very useful”
Bitner
How will you determine if the business is a “service business”?
How will you determine you are creating a service?
Is the process for crafting a service different from the design
process you have been learning outside of this class?

Designing a service…
Blackboard - from end to end
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Understanding the problem
Using design research to discover problems and gather data

Participants

Overview

Tenured faculty at a large
public school in Texas

Adjunct lecturer and director Adjunct lecturer in fine arts
of a digital media program at at a mid-sized public school
a large public school in Texas in Texas

Clinical assistant professor at Lecturer and program
a large public university,
director at a large public
adjunct at a small seminary, university in Texas.
faculty at a distance program.

Adjunct lecturer in fine arts
at a mid-sized public school
in Texas.

Adjunct lecturer in fine arts
at a mid-sized public school
in Texas, and adjunct at a
small private school in Texas.

Faculty and Program Director Lecturer at a large public
at a large public university in university in Texas.
Texas.

30+ years of experience
teaching nurses; supports
faculty technology use at
mid-sized private university

Associate professor of
nursing and public health at
a mid-size private university.

First year adjunct teaching
communications in a
community college system.

Professor at a small private
school in Texas, teaching
primarily adult learners.

Faculty at a large public
university in Texas.

Professor at a small private
university in Texas.

Associate professor of
English at a community
college system. She served as
an adjunct for 15 years
before accepting a full-time
position 6 years ago.
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Participants

P1: Janice, Professor
The dirty little secret of most faculty is that they would like to teach
as little as possible. I don’t know very many faculty – there are a
few – that are like, ‘I love teaching, and I want to be in the
classroom as much as possible.’ Most people want to be out of the
classroom so they can do their own research. (8)
We keep hearing how tight budgets are – I’m in all of these Dean’s
meetings where we talk about how we have to lose faculty… It’s an
attrition game. We’re being told that, and we don’t regularly get
raises, or we get tiny raises. We’re told how little money there is,
and how we have to be more efficient and teach more students
and all this, but there’s all this money being dumped into
technologies, which we aren’t sure are making the classroom
better. That’s money that could be paying instructors. (19)
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Participants

P1: Janice, Professor
Magic Wand:
I think we need a lot more staff, and well-oiled staff, because they
have faculty emptying garbage cans. In trying to save money, you
have people with PhDs doing a lot of menial stuff, that really staff
could be doing. Faculty would have more time off to do their own
research, and if we had more faculty, we could do that. We would
have more money to do our own research. For students, there
would be more resources – to study abroad – because it’s such a
life changing experience. There’s nothing we can do in the
classroom that replicates what they learn there.
I feel like technology is so difficult and frustrating. If we had tools
that were so simple to use, and not so frustrating… part of it is us.
We’re idiots. We admit it. Some are much worse than I am. But it’s
like, the frustration of learning the tools – sometimes it’s not worth
it. It’s supposed to be saving me time. So having it be such an easy
interface, that any faculty member can use it – streamline our
interactions through it. (102)
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Participants

P8: Sarah, Lecturer
I’ll kind of look at the story arc of the class – beginning, middle,
end – and how these things are playing towards their being a
cohesive finished portfolio at the end. And that generally is 12 final
prints. Basically it’s a show. That’s it. It probably takes two or three
months to plan.
I hate making syllabi. It’s really tedious. I really like coming up with
the ideas, and the story arc of creating the content in the class. I
don’t like scheduling it, the tedium of the syllabus. That part is
really painful to me. But I like coming up with the content.
The most rewarding part of this is creating something that my
students want and will enable them to make the work they want to
make, and enable me to support them in that process. (41)
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P2: Phillip, Adjunct Lecturer
I don’t push Canvas at all. Its almost just an outline of the course
with the links. I could just as easily do it with just a google doc – in
fact, that what I do... I just put it in a google document. The big
thing Canvas gets me is that is lets me put deadlines on stuff and
they can have URLs on there. So when I taught the course –
deadlines mattered. So I would say submit the URL in the Canvas
Submit URL. So if they were late I could say they were late. It was
an accountability thing. Because as soon as I switched to giving a
grade, I had to be fair about grading. Canvas allows you to do
things like this. Where I had 30 students or 40 students, canvas
managed that for me. (163)
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P3: Jessica, Adjunct Lecturer
Grading… I hate grading.. it’s the worst. It’s very admin heavy. Like
you spend a lot of time working with spreadsheets. You have to
make a lot of hard decisions – I’m a very nice person and I want to
give everyone an A but I can’t. So I have to make those decisions –
so I know I need to grade harder for certain people for certain
reasons and it’s difficult for me. (19)
Syllabus writing is my second least favorite part of teaching. Mostly
because of the dates. I actually stopped putting in all of the dates
this semester because I hate it so much. It’s like two days a week
and you have to plan out the flow of the course. It’s probably
actually the worst part – which is stupid – I think I hate admin
work – is figuring out what the dates are for the class that you
teach. Going through the whole semester, I find that mind
numbing.
Figuring out the order of the class is satisfying, but it is hard. You
have to figure out how fast to introduce things. Because it’s
technical you can’t introduce it all at once because they get
overwhelmed – your brain can only absorb so much technical
information… It’s figuring out the pacing. (37)
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What does it all mean?
Synthesizing data into actionable insights

Preliminary Insight #10

The learning and teaching process is a fuzzy mystery to faculty. Their lack of
training leads them to experiment and make guesses about sound pedagogy
and training.
Supporting Evidence
Things about academic accommodations – someone who needs
that would already know about that. But this just reiterates and
supports the message. So I think the more times a student hears
something, the more likely they will get it. Philosophically I agree
to include it. Not ever faculty member necessarily does..
Bethany 37
Keeping it academically rigorous and interesting for the student,
and hoping that the students learn something. There is
somewhat of a difference between academic rigor – I have a
reputation as a hard professor – but it doesn’t necessarily mean
that the students have learned something. In philosophy there
are a lot of books called secondary sources. So the student
doesn’t have to read Plato, they can read Jon Doe on Plato.
Kelly 71
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Preliminary Insight #19

Faculty feel that extrinsic motivators - accreditation guidelines,
employment, graduation rates - are an affront on the intrinsic pursuit of
knowledge (and the academic freedom that supports this).
Supporting Evidence
That’s why, if you get to a level of scale… if MOOCs or SLOCs
come to be prevalent at [This School], at the graduate level,
accrediting bodies require this degree of consistency of goals,
and objectives; and you have to spell out what the readings are,
and what the assignments are.. it gets very challenging. And
tedious. And there are some of us – I won’t say who – who
consider it an infringement on academic freedom. Why should I
have to teach the course the same way as everybody else? .
Frank 21
If I could change things, I would have higher education not follow
the same positivistic bureaucratic no child left behind movement
that started with the kiddos, has permeated to the highest levels,
with these goals, objectives, and outcomes, competencies, which
has bureaucratized the whole enterprise, and maybe it was a
response to the corporatization of higher education.
Frank 69
It would go back to elementary school, and the systems they are
going through as kids. I would get rid of standardized testing,
and introduce – allowing to be creative, more creative thought. I
feel like by the time I get them in the classroom, they have been
so boxed in to how they think and approach learning. I see my
kids, who just don’t have that yet. I have little ones. It’s not our
natural way of learning, and it’s our system that is set up this very
structured way. It would go back to when they are going through
the education system, and do away with standardized testing, and
allow more creativity in the classroom.
Melanie 122

Maybe that’s what I would change if I could – those of us who
teach get the opportunity to provide the quality of education that
we want, so the almighty dollar isn’t always there. [This School]
has financial constraints just like everyone else, although not
everyone would believe it. So classes need to be bigger, and you
can’t have a TA. I can only give scantron exams, because getting
them graded would be impossible for me to do, without
becoming totally miserable. But I would like to be able to have
that quality opportunity back.
Sally 139
I don’t like the bureaucracy. Change is very slow, and any time
something needs to be changed, the system is very slow to work
through making changes. So that, and along with – there are
sometimes people’s perception is you just go in and teach. But
[This School] wants you to have mandatory training, and you have
to dot your is and cross your ts very carefully with everything. Just
kind of verbal – hey, did you know… no, you don’t go to that
person, you go to that department. It’s slowed me down. I want
to attend a conference, it would be beneficial. I had to go
through, I didn’t know who to go through to get approval, so
navigating the waters, numerous conversations… there probably
is a policy, but it’s not clear, and it’s not in English, it feels as
though it’s not in English. So here I am three weeks later, not
registered for the conference, but I have approval.
Melanie 9

I think a lot of instructors are like that. When you
step into a teaching setting, unless it’s a brand
new class, someone has taught it before and
you’ve touched based with who has been the
instructor. At [This School], your courses have
been taught – mine have been taught for 50
years, for the most part. Nutrition department
has just celebrated it’s 100 year. It’s old; these
basic – there are new things that have been
added, but this kind of nutrition has been there
for a long time.
Melanie 19
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Preliminary Insight #25

Faculty don’t have confidence in creating their own content and depend on
others to support them. This results in a stressful compromise in the
education experience for students.
Supporting Evidence
I started gathering different materials. The first time I taught it – I
had a bunch of books chapters and put together a course pack –
You put a bunch of articles together and a book store prints them
up and but them in a binder. Different articles from different
people and stuff. So I did that and the guy at the bookstore says
– “you know this is free online” we don’t’ have to get – cause you
have to get online permission and stuff. You don’t have to do that
on certain articles. I don’t even know where that course pack is…
Cause I really couldn’t find a book that approached it from an
non-American point of view.
Dave 36
Then, I start plugging in everything into – I create my syllabus,
and then I start going through the lectures, individually. I create
activities around those lectures, so there are “create activities”,
identify guest speakers, create quizzes, test questions. And then
after we go a few weeks, with lectures, we have an exam or a
project. Every five weeks… and then, since some of them are
things we have to do – a big project that every dietetics program
in the US is doing some version of this project, anyone that’s
accredited, so every five weeks, we have 16 or 17 weeks in the
semester, and it’s broken up into block chunks.
Melanie 34
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Iteration & Narration

Insight #1

Faculty are attracted to teaching because of their expertise in a certain
area – not because they are trained as teachers – and so they struggle
with teaching tasks and sound pedagogy.
Faculty are attracted to academia because of
their passion or love for a subject matter, not
necessarily because they want to teach. As
they find themselves with educational
responsibilities, they struggle to best structure
their class, deliver content, assess learning, and
effectively engage with students. Much of their
teaching success is gained through trial and
error.

Supporting Evidence
I don’t know if you know this, but most faculty have no training whatsoever in pedagogy, in education. I would
not be qualified to teach in an elementary school, because I have no accreditation. It’s this weird thing, you
never learn pedagogy, necessarily; most of us, we never learn how to teach. We go in with the textbook. You
follow the example of the professors you had that were good, but it’s literally by the seat of our pants. I think
it’s hilarious. [Janice 65]
I don’t take myself seriously. I still look around at what I’m doing and I think “Really? They are letting me do
this?” [Sally 34]
Really nothing was given to me. I had to know – it was on me to figure out what was available. It was presented
like.. “Here is a class, can you teach it?” It was over email. I know where it is going to be, usually it is in the
same room, but I don’t know what other classes are going to be in there at the same time. We have a building
with two computer labs and a studio, a dark room, and a lecture room.. I know I’ll be in the lecture room. But I
don’t know if there are going to be classes in the other labs. [Jessica 81]
So I had other previous lecture syllabus as well. I kinda adapted to .. ooo this is what they did, lets see what I
want to do kind of thing – I looked at the text book to see what they do as well. [Bethany 29]
So I went through all of this evaluation, and building it, and then, the first time I teach, I am taking notes like
crazy during the first time. Because I’m getting frustrated that I didn’t get them enough time to do the
assignment, or I didn’t give myself enough time to grade the assignment, this assignment was a throwaway and
we didn’t get anything out of it. I take them in my head. It’s a mental note. I know I have to redo the syllabus
every semester anyway, because they require that – you have to update your syllabus every semester. The
university requires it. And because I lay out day by day by day, so this is usually where I know when I start
working on the syllabus at the end of the semester, last semester is fresh in my mind and I look at it and say,
that’s not going to work. I rebuild the syllabus and move into it, and say, oh, I need to move that sooner, I need
to move that later. [Francis 42]
There is some subjectivity I guess when you are grading. IF someone maybe didn’t do everything like they were
supposed to, but they put in a lot of effort, or have a lot of heart and they care about it – maybe had tech
issues or something – I give myself a couple of points of leeway. Where if someone has an 88 I can give them a
90. I build that in to participation and effort – but I make it quantifiable – so I can put that in there, but it
doesn’t have a “you got a 92 on this response”… I can just decide. [Jessica 22]
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Insight #7

Faculty view the process of planning a class as a positive intellectual
pursuit that evolves, organically, over time. They view the syllabus as a
tedious administrative artifact that imposes a limiting structure.
Faculty take pride in planning a course,
viewing it as a craft that is fundamentally tied
to their subject matter expertise. They spend
as much time as they can exploring, tweaking,
and refining course content.
They view the creation of the syllabus as an
annoyance, one that is imposed upon them by
various administrators and that limits their
creative freedom.

Supporting Evidence
The faculty didn’t like it. They do it – they have to do it. The transparency, some of them like. But the old days,
you would plan your course. Hmm, what texts do I want? Let’s be creative; I’ll ask for all the desk copies of
everything, and I’ll look through them. And I’m just going to let it kind of like alchemy, I’ll let the readings sort
of just ferment for a while. And then by the first class day, or even the second, or third class day, I’ll put it all
together into a syllabus that hasn’t been vetted by anybody. Just that I have to have a syllabus. That was the
old way. [Frank 26]
I did all of this easily, I spent my summer – I was constantly tweaking and thinking, is that gonna work, is that
enough time. I probably spent 60 hours on this. I think for the first time you teach that class, even if it’s been
taught, you have to – even for vitamins and minerals, I could have used the guys lecture notes, but I needed to
understand everything, and if it was the order I wanted to do it in. people will ask you questions. You still – this
is me. Even if it’s been laid out before, you still need to get very comfortable with the material and make it your
own. [Francis 40]
I would change the syllabus. I think it would be interesting to come in the first day of class and say here are the
learning outcomes. – take this week – and lets create a syllabus. Have the students involved in the creation of
the course. Week 2 you would have the syllabus. It would change every quarter – as students get interested in
new thins – but it would be more interactive. Even the online course.. It’s more flexible in some ways, but it still
isn’t flexible. It would be great to have the way you go to amazon – and you can listen to excerpts from each
song for a CD you want to buy. So if a student ants to preview or listen to something about Plato, it’s there
and clickable. They have bought into the course, but within the course itself, there is choice about what they
learn, when they are quizzed. In the old fashioned correspondence course I mentioned earlier, those students
could go as quickly or slowly as possible. Taking that understanding and figuring out how to have discussion.
Time and knowledge are preventing me from doing this. At a teaching institution, you are teaching. At a
research institution you are researching. My videos are one small baby step to this. [Kelly 85]
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Narrative Framing

Metamorphosis: Past

We have a nostalgia for academia, painting a
historic picture of the professor as a revered
authority. Professors enjoyed teaching as a
noble pursuit, and before tenure guaranteed
academic freedom, professors enjoyed an
implicit tenure based on their pedigree and
social standing.
.

We similarly romanticize college students,
describing them as motivated and curious. We
tell a story of college students as having
intrinsic passion for the subject they were
studying, and a thirst for knowledge.

7

Narrative Framing

Metamorphosis: Present
The academic landscape of today is very
different. Faculty feel pressure to publish and
gain notoriety in their field, and teaching is a
distraction from this. Educators passionate to
teach even within the "publish or perish"
culture find increased administrative pressure
for consistency, assessment, and objective
tracking of student growth.

They are subject matter experts, but they have
little financial commitment from their
institution and lack stability in long-term
employment; additionally, they have little to
no training in teaching, and little visibility into
a larger curricula strategy.

Other faculty find success in research, where
the pursuit of knowledge is linked closely to
government and corporate funding. Faculty
who are successful in this capacity find less
and less time – and incentive – to teach, and
instead view their role in academia as entirely
removed from the student journey.
Still other faculty are unable to attain tenure,
but continue in academia by lecturing as
adjunct professors.
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Narrative Framing

Metamorphosis: Present
These faculty shifts are a backdrop for changes
in student behavior, composition, and attitude.
Faculty view today's students as aimless and
anxious, and lacking the ability for critical
thinking. Traditionally, college was something
rare and alluring; now, it's considered tablestakes for active participation in society.

College students typically spent four years in a
single program, immediately after their high
school course work. Today's college students
enroll in class, take a year off, transfer, and
cobble together credits from community
colleges, online programs, and in-person
learning. This student's attention is fleeting,
and academic programs need to focus on
engagement through service-delivery and
experience in order to minimize attrition.
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Iteration & Narration

Executive Summary

High Level Summary & Findings
This research has identified a force of
influencers that is increasingly shaping postsecondary education. These influencers –
including tenure, accreditation, civic
transparency, financial expectation, and
intellectual freedom – have changed the
culture of academia. Upon a backdrop of
metamorphosis, this document describes this
transition and new frame, and supports this
argument with a series of insight statements.
These insight statements are then used to
describe a series of recommendations for new
products or services, and a refocusing of
strategic commitments for Blackboard.

Key Findings
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Faculty are subject matter experts, not teaching experts,
and lack training and expertise in course development or
content delivery.
There is an increasing socioeconomic, political, and
emotional divide between research faculty, lecture faculty,
and adjunct faculty.
As a result of the pressures of outcomes – accreditation,
job placement, and graduation rates – faculty feel a lack
of academic freedom and perceive an increase in
standardization.
The assessment process is perceived as overwhelming,
unwieldy, and distinct from either knowledge production
or education.
The “syllabus as contract” has reinforced an expectant,
lackadaisical view from students, and has very different
implications for students, faculty, administrators, and
legislators.

These findings are described in more detail later in this document.
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Executive Summary

Implications
This research implies a set of tactical and
strategic product and service
recommendations for Blackboard. It also
highlights an emerging position for us to
advocate for faculty and administrators in the
context of outcomes, helping them better
focus on education while easing the burden of
assessment reporting.

Direct Implications
Blackboard needs to build a robust analytics and
reporting tool to support administration in their pursuit
of outcome tracking.
2. Blackboard needs to create a free suite of tools to help
educators better plan, organize, and teach their courses.
3. Blackboard needs to simplify the LMS and act as a
platform champion throughout higher education.
1.

Indirect Implications
Blackboard needs to build a BBID platform, acting as the
central authentication, data transfer, and profile
manifestation for students
2. Blackboard needs to extend APIs on top of our data,
offering select access to partners and third-party
developers
3. Blackboard needs to create a free suite of tools to help
students as they gain autonomy in their educational
journey.
1.

These implications are described in more detail later in this document.
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Ideation
Describing the ideal system through storyboards, vignettes, and animations
Part 1 - Mapping out today’s customer journey

Note: This part isn’t as linear as depicted - design of the components had already started (see Design section)

Iteration

Teacher

Crafting MY course

Syllabus Sausage Making

My Course

Teaching
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Customer Journey Map
Product & User Need
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Ultra

Ultra
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Course
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Course
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Class progress against course goals
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of students
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Submits

Did they get it?
Am I done Grading yet?
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Teacher
reviews
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Posts Grades
“I’m ﬁnished!!!”

Returns to student for
rework or resubmission

“I can see my assignment &
grading progress & decide
when to start grading.”

“I can see my assignment &
grading progress & decide
when to start grading.”

Grader
Grader app doesn’t support the
complete teacher workﬂow yet..
e.g. sending assignment back to
a student to resubmit.

“I can ﬁnish the
grading process”

I’m so close...
I’m so close..

Edits weights & ﬁnal
grade calculations

ABACAF

What should I have
done diﬀerently

Teachers view
ranking of students
by performance

Work is
assigned

FINALLY DONE!
Reviews:
Class Performance
Student Performance

ABACAF

Assessment

Student
Micro

ABACAF
ABACAF

Class
Progress

Class
Progress

Reviews their
grading progress

How the class do?

ABACAF
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Copy and Paste
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For some students, I
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Course
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1st
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Course
Goals

“I Remember what worked
and what didn’t”
Reviews | Obeservations | Student Work

“It feels like mine now..”
Edit course structure

Search examples
of course structure

Informed I’m teaching

The course is new to me

Existing
Content

Refactor c
to ﬁt in sc
“I dread this process”
Syllabus Due
Date Announced

Search for syllabus
starting point

My attention
fades away

“I need a starting point”

“How does the existing content
ﬁt into map to the goals?”

“What is the ”right” sequence
to teach these goals?”

Remap concepts to
course schedule

Add / Edit, Search,
gather, and/or build
course content

Anxiety...

Anxiety...

Search, gather, and/or
build course content

Course
Goals
Map concepts
to course ﬂow

Copy and Paste
“Contract” parts

Map c
my cl

My Course

Teaching

Ultra

Ultra

I’m worried that the students
can see me tinkering with
course content - and that
they will get confused

I’m building my classes; gesturally
arranging content and concepts

Thank god ... I’m done
I need help getting started..
what are others doing?

concepts to
chedule

attention
es away

“I can see what students have
access to while I continue to build
& reﬁne my course content”

I can build my course without
students seeing me “play”

Content
Repository

Refactor content
to ﬁt in schedule

Course
Sequence

Syllabus
Submitted
Map calendar to
my class days

Content
Creation

I’m building my classes; ﬁlling in
details with content, assessments, etc..

Can students access
the ﬁles I posted?

1st

Day of
classes

Course
Goals

Am I Ready?

Balancing my students progress
with my ideal course structure

Course
Sequence

I think i’m prepared!

Course
Sequence

Course
Goals
Course
Goals

Content
Creation

Course
Goals

Content
Creation

For some students, I
can do nothing more..

Class
Progress

Class
Progress

Class
Progress

te
rts
Class
Perception

Students
Macro

Assessment

More Assessments

Teachers view
ranking of students
by performance

Ranking of students
evolves as data
points are added

Class progress again
slowly becomes a lar
creating & managing

Hypothesis
on ranking
of students

I Narrow my focus to
some students

Asse
stude

Student
Micro
Work is
assigned

I usually wait until 3/4
of the submissions are
in before i start grading

Adds Grade & Feedback

Student
Submits
Teacher
reviews
submission

Returns to student for
rework or resubmission

Did they get it?
Am I done Gradin

Reviews:
Grading Progress
Class Performanc
Student Performa

Is this over yet?

Balancing my students progress
with my ideal course structure

How did each individual do?

Last

For some students, I
can do nothing more..

Course
Sequence

Day of
class

Course
Goals

FINALLY DONE!

ABACAF
ABACAF
ABACAF

Grades are submitted

Reviews:
Class Performance
Student Performance

Final Grades
are established

How did I do?

ABACAF

Course
Goals

Content
Creation

ABACAF

Class
Progress

Class
Progress

ABACAF

ABACAF

What should I have
done diﬀerently

More Assessments
Ranking of students
evolves as data
points are added

I Narrow my focus to
some students

Assessment performance informs
student focus & class ranking

ually wait until 3/4
he submissions are
efore i start grading

Adds Grade & Feedback

Student
Submits
Teacher
reviews
submission

Returns to student for
rework or resubmission

Did they get it?
Am I done Grading yet?

Reviews:
Grading Progress
Class Performance
Student Performance

Posts Grades
“I’m ﬁnished!!!”

I’m so close...
I’m so close..

Edits weights & ﬁnal
grade calculations

ABACAF

Class progress against course goals
slowly becomes a larger focus than
creating & managing content

Reviews their
grading progress

How the class do?

Reviews ﬁnal grade
for each student

Adds Feedback
if necessary
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Ideation
Describing the ideal system through storyboards, vignettes, and animations
Part 1 - Mapping out today’s customer journey
Part 2 - Tone of the system

Note: This part isn’t as linear as depicted - design of the components had already started (see Design section)

Iteration & Narration

3

Ideation
Describing the ideal system through storyboards, vignettes, and animations
Part 1 - Mapping out today’s customer journey
Part 2 - Tone of the system
Part 3 - Components of the ideal system - “what can the user do”

Note: This part isn’t as linear as depicted - design of the components had already started (see Design section)

Iteration & Narration

Iteration & Narration

3

Ideation
Describing the ideal system through storyboards, vignettes, and animations
Part 1 - Mapping out today’s customer journey
Part 2 - Tone of the system
Part 3 - Components of the ideal system - “what can the user do”
Part 4 - Putting the components together (getting buy in)
Front of house narrative
Back of house narrative

Note: This part isn’t as linear as depicted - design of the components had already started (see Design section)

Front of house

Back of house
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Detail Design
Crafting the system over hundreds of iterations
Part 1 - Defining the components & how they might evolve

“Since all business are service businesses at some
level, the article [service blueprints] has implications
for companies and organizations across industries.
Because blueprints can be used strategically or at a
very micro-implementation level, managers at all
levels find it very useful”
Bitner

Blackboard - Product Ecosystem Evolution
Analytics

Social
A4L
Service

Safe Assign
A4L
Service

Accred
Mgmt

xpLor
A4L
Service
Presence
A4L

MyEdu

Mobile

Mobile

Web

Collab

Learn

BB

Conf

Employers
Platform

IM

Browser

@ Cloud
Student
Experience

Learn
Browser

Mobile & Browser

@ Cloud
Analytics
A4L
Service

Career
Geni

@ School

Mobile

Learn
Mobile &
Browser

It’s Cluttered
& hard use

Browser

Mobile

Learn

Learn

Analytics

The existing user experience
is laden with features. It can
do everything for everyone consequently, it does nothing
“great” for anyone.

The existing user experience
doesn’t align to user
expectations of a mobile
product. It’s hard to use,
crashes often, and doesn’t
allow students to get to their
content quickly.

Unsure of the current state
of this product / service.

Users are actively looking for
products that deliver a better
user experience.

Phase 1
At-will Release

A4L
Outcomes

Users feel exploited for
having to pay for a mobile
application that doesn’t
deliver on it’s value
proposition.

Mobile & Browser

Core

Med

Web
Conf

Learn

MyEdu

Student

ED
PLAN

Med / Plus

Video
Chat

Faculty

Basic

Plus

BBID

Med

Plus

BBID
Career
Geni

Grading

MyEdu

Core

I can get what I
need and get out

Students

Mobile

Learn

++Mgmt
Mgmt
Features
Features

Mobile &
Browser

Learn Instance for
sensitive clients

Tiered Release

Employers
Platform

Faculty

Outcomes

A4L

Today

Presence
A4L

Web
Conf

Learn

MyEdu

Student

Student
Credentials

Experience

+ Mgmt
Features

Employers
Platform

Faculty

Core

Faculty

Presence
A4L

Time
line

Web
Conf

Core Learn

MyEdu

Student

@ School

Analytics
Platform

Analytics

Grading

Career
Geni

Syllabus

Faculty

We can start to gain
insights into our
students & teachers

Institution

Phase 2
At-will Release

I can get what i
need and get out

Mobile

Learn

++Mgmt
Mgmt
Features
Features

Mobile &
Browser

Learn Instance for
sensitive clients

I can tweak and make
adjustments until
I’m ready

MyEdu

Grading

++Mgmt
Mgmt
Features
Features

Learn Instance for
sensitive clients

I can tweak and make
adjustments until
I’m ready

It helps me
manage college
and get a job

It helps me build and
manage class without
getting in the way

Students

Faculty

We have visibility
into our schools
performance

Institution

Phase 3
At-will Release

I can get what i
need and get out

It helps me manage my
education no matter where
I go to school

Students

Learn

MyEdu

Analytics

Learn

MyEdu

Analytics

Learn

MyEdu

Analytics

The re-imagined learn
experience (”ultra”) is
accessible to faculty and
students via the full screen
browser (primary user tasks
only)

The myEdu profile
experience is integrated into
the core learn experience.

Unsure of the current state
of this product / service.

The re-imagined learn
experience (”ultra”) is fully
accessible to students and
faculty via any device.

The student experience
has reached parity across
myEdu and Learn.

BB Analytics platform is a
stand alone product /
service that easily integrates
into the learn experience.

The re-imagined learn
experience (”ultra”) is fully
accessible to students and
faculty via any device.

The myEdu profile
experience is integrated into
the core learn experience.

BB Analytics platform is a
stand alone product / service
that can be easily expanded
to support administrative
needs as necessary.

Modifications to the existing
mobile product enable rapid
access & course
consumption around key
classroom mechanics

Students now have access
to the BB learning network,
the myEdu employers
product, and management
tools (i.e. schedule planner)

The product adapts it’s user
experience to fit the faculty /
student needs.
The mobile product supports
continued work in an offline
environment.
The BB ID allows for
Blackboard and 3rd party
services to access data.

The interactive timeline
allows fluid management &
planning for courses
throughout the academic
journey.
The platform is the single
source for a students data
(i.e. transcript, skills &
competencies, work
samples, etc..)

It provides a basic set of
performance metrics that
support the institution and
accreditation processes

Syllabus

The BB ID allows for
Blackboard and 3rd party
services to access data.
The Blackboard product and
service ecosystem is fully
integrated into the learn
experience.
Students and faculty from
nonLearn schools have
access to “light” versions of
the product.

Students now have access
to the BB learning network,
the myEdu employers
product, and management
tools (i.e. schedule planner)

It provides best in class
insights around student &
faculty performance.
It makes the accreditation
process easy. Administration
can get the data they need
without burdening the faculty.

I can tweak and make
adjustments until
I’m ready

It helps me build and
manage class without
getting in the way

Faculty

We have visibility
into our schools
performance

It’s easy to manage
accreditation w/o
burdening faculty

Institution
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Detail Design
Crafting the system over hundreds of iterations
Part 1 - Defining the components & how they might evolve
Part 2 - Designing the details

Start by illustrating 1 hero flow
Generally select the hero flow that most people will come to the
system to perform (yes, they all have to log in, but that can
come later. What is the reason they are there?)

7 Iterations
Increasing the fidelity and adding in REAL DATA POINTS
No lorem ipsum

Courses

2014

Spring

Biology 101

2014

Biology 101
Prof: Beth Carlson
Bio101
M -Assignment
W | 2PM - 3PM
1 Past Due

Psychology 101

Option 1
Navigate to a piece of content

Prof: Beth Carlson
Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Astrophysics of the 3rd kin..
Prof: Beth Carlson
Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Sp

Biology 101
Biology 101

31

Assignment 2

Biology 101: Syllabus

4/25/2014 | 9:00PM

Due Date:

2 Attempts
No Late Submissions

Viewed - 4/15

Highest Score:

Content Container
This is a description of what will go into the
container. It allows teachers to be flexible and

Here is a comment that I”ve made on your assignment. I hope it doesn’t
make you feel like an idiot, but maybe the student is and just has never
ben told that. did you notice that the comment box got larger as I added
more to this space. I hope you did.!

The Major Divisions of life
Biological Information & Interac...

Assignment Sheet
Attached

Assignment 2
Score: 98(A) No re-submissions

Assignment 2
Score: 45(F) No re-submissions

Submissions:
Your 1st Submission
3/28/2014

Mid Term Power Point

History 101

New! - Added 4/15

Prof: Beth Carlson
Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

First Quiz
Score: 75(D) 1 re-submission Try Again

2nd Content Container
! (1) Item past due

30 Points

Instructions

You can try this assignment 1 more time

Try Again

Assignment 2

15 Iterations
Fine-tuning the sequence so that it feels “right”
(Hint: look back to your tone / design principles for this direction)

Navigation_ 1.0.1 _v.1.1
Diving In - Base to course to content

Blackboard

Blackboard

User’s Name

User’s Name

Stream

Stream

Courses

Courses
Courses

Calendar

Messages

Courses

Courses

Biology 101

Biology 101

Spring 2014

Spring 2014

Course Outline

Course Outline

Biology 101

Biology 101

Dr. Sally Struthers

Dr. Sally Struthers

Prof: Beth Carlson

Prof: Beth Carlson

Professor

Professor

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

History 101

History 101

Prof: Beth Carlson

Prof: Beth Carlson

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Mon, Wed
2PM - 3PM

Biology 101

Calendar

Messages

2 More

History 101

History 101

Prof: Beth Carlson

Prof: Beth Carlson

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

History 101

History 101

OUTLINE

Course Outline

Grades

Grades

Prof: Beth Carlson
Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Professor

Prof: Beth Carlson

2 More
Bio101

2 More

Harrison Hall
Room 1306

Mon, Wed
2PM - 3PM
OUTLINE

Harrison Hall
Room 1306

Document Title Goes..

Document Title

BiologyDocument
101

Posted 3/15/2014

Posted 3/15/2014
Document
Title Goes
Here and wraps too.

Document Title

Dr. Sally Struthers

Title

Document Title

Posted 3/15/2014

Posted 3/15/2014

Document Title

Document Title

Posted 3/15/2014

Posted 3/15/2014

Document Title

Document Title

M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Stream
Mon, Wed

Harrison Hall

Document Title Goes..

Biology 101

Document Title Goes
Here and wraps too.

Extending the language
Take the behavior, interaction paradigms, & visual language
from your first hero flow and extend it to other hero flows.

Navigation_ 1.0.1 _v.1.1
Diving In - Base to course to content

Blackboard

Blackboard

User’s Name

User’s Name

Stream

Stream

Courses

Courses
Courses

Calendar

Messages

Courses

Courses

Biology 101

Biology 101

Spring 2014

Spring 2014

Course Outline

Course Outline

Biology 101

Biology 101

Dr. Sally Struthers

Dr. Sally Struthers

Prof: Beth Carlson

Prof: Beth Carlson

Professor

Professor

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

History 101

History 101

Prof: Beth Carlson

Prof: Beth Carlson

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Mon, Wed
2PM - 3PM

Biology 101

Calendar

Messages

2 More

History 101

History 101

Prof: Beth Carlson

Prof: Beth Carlson

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

History 101

History 101

OUTLINE

Course Outline

Grades

Grades

Prof: Beth Carlson
Bio101
M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Professor

Prof: Beth Carlson

2 More
Bio101

2 More

Harrison Hall
Room 1306

Mon, Wed
2PM - 3PM
OUTLINE

Harrison Hall
Room 1306

Document Title Goes..

Document Title

BiologyDocument
101

Posted 3/15/2014

Posted 3/15/2014
Document
Title Goes
Here and wraps too.

Document Title

Dr. Sally Struthers

Title

Document Title

Posted 3/15/2014

Posted 3/15/2014

Document Title

Document Title

Posted 3/15/2014

Posted 3/15/2014

Document Title

Document Title

M - W | 2PM - 3PM

Stream
Mon, Wed

Harrison Hall

Document Title Goes..

Biology 101

Document Title Goes
Here and wraps too.

Extending the system
Apply the interaction and design language to other flows or
touchpoints within the ecosystem

Blackboard

Hero Flow_ 0.0.4 _v.1.2

Mobile Learn: Teacher

Creates a test with multiple choice and essay questions
Biology 101

Biology 101

Course Outline

Edit

OUTLINE

Outline Elements

Add

Syllabus

Bio 101 Syllabus

Professor

This is hidden from students

Harris Hall

Room 402

Edit

OUTLINE

Add

+

Create
ﬁles, folders, assignments, tests & more

+

Upload
from your device or drive

This is hidden from students

+

Copy
from an existing course

+

Multiple Choice / Answer

True or False

Tap here to add question

10 points

Multiple Choice / Answer
Answers

Essay

Due Date

How Many?

Only on Answer is Correct

4

Accept Late Submissions

Assignment

New Test

This is the correct answer

Tap here to add answer

+ Add Question

Tap here to add answer

Answer 2

No

When to display

Participation & Engagement

Answer 1

Use the actions below to start
building your test

No

11:59PM

4/15/2014

Tests, Surveys & Assignments

Allow Access

Either Or

Your test needs content!

Scene Transition

Survey
Students can not
access this course

Add Question

New Test

Test

No Access

Questions

Test Name

Slideshow

Syllabus

Bio 101 Syllabus

Details & Information

Recording

Add Question

New Test

Participation & Engagement

Link

+
Mon, Wed
2PM - 3PM

New Test

Survey

Folder
Document

Dr. Sally Struthers

Test

Create

Mon, Wed Course Outline
Room 402
2PM - 3PM

+ Add Heading

students
You canHidden
edit thefrom
details
and information
until on
youthis
choose
to show
of your test
page.
This includes
things like due date, test type, and
accessability
options.
Type of Test

This page contains your test questions.
You can see the student’s view of the
+ Add Paragraph
test by pressing the more options button
at the top of the screen.

Swipe to the right to add questions
Single Attempt Test

Tap to add your first question

Answer 3

This is the correct answer

This is the correct answer

No

No

Tap here to add answer

+ Add Media

Cancel

Done

Not timed, No force complete

New Test

New Test

Add

Edit

+ Add Question
+ Add Heading

Questions
+ Add Paragraph

Add

How much would coudl a wood chuck chuck, if a
wood chuck could chuck wood?

Either Or

Essay

True or False

Upload file or add your question here

10 points

10 points

Essay

Photo Library

10 points

How much would coudl a wood chuck chuck, if a
wood chuck could chuck wood?

Dismiss

Add Question

Google Drive

10 points

Essay

Upload file or add your question here

Multiple Choice / Answer

Google Drive

Essay
Capture

Question 1

1 Blocks of wood

1 Blocks of wood

Upload

Add Question

+ Add Media

Edit

10 points

Question 1

Add Question

Add Question

Questions

AA

Ok

Upload

Copy

AA

Dropbox

Ok

Q W E R T Y U I O P

Q W E R T Y U I O P

A S D F G H J K L

A S D F G H J K L

Z X C V B N M

Z X C V B N M

2 Blocks of wood

2 Blocks of wood

3 Blocks of wood

3 Blocks of wood

4 Blocks of wood

4 Blocks of wood

+

_123

space

@

.

Return

_123

space

@

.

Return

Cancel

Done
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Detail Design
Crafting the system over hundreds of iterations
Part 1 - Defining the components & how they might evolve
Part 2 - Designing the details
Part 3 - Discovering problems through testing

Supporting Teacher Workflows with Tests
Teacher’s have a semi-specific workflow for crafting, delivering, receiving
and grading Tests within the LMS. The sequence looks something like this:

Teacher
“Creates”
Test

Test is
delivered
to student

Student takes
test & submits
“their” version

T

T

Teachers then grade by “Submissions from an individual” and / or by
Questions from the test. But in both
instances, the final grade is representative of all the Student’s work

Teacher now has the
original test & their
student’s submissions

S

T

T

S

S1
S2
S3

Grade

S1 S2 S3

In certain instances, teachers allow
students to submit multiple attempts
to a test. Each attempt remains
independent - receiving it’s own
grade and feedback.

With Tests, teachers need:

Current designs did not support teachers because:

-

The ability to retain “their copy” of the test - AND - to see all of the
submissions assocaited with a student.

-

Limited ability to move between “My copy of the test” and a student’s
submissions

-

The ability to control the number of submissions a student is
allowed to craft

-

Limited ability to see all submissions from a single student - resulting
in confusion on how to access these

-

The ability to grade via submissions from a student - OR - by a
single question from the test and all student answers

-

No ability to grade via submissions from a student - OR - by a single
question from the test and all student answers

-

The ability to assign a final grade based on an attribute, “The best
submission” - OR - an average / summary of all submissions

-

No clear ability to assign a final grade based on an attribute, “The
best submission” - OR - an average / summary of all submissions

Supporting Teacher Workflows with Assignments
The workflow between a teacher and a student for an assignment is quite different from that
of a test. Assignments are often single submissions that are “continuously worked on” by
the student and the teacher. The workflow generally looks like this:

Teacher
“Creates”
Assignment

Student “Creates”
their submission

Teacher either accepts, clears,
or adds feedback and returns to
student for another attempt

Student consumes feedback
and reworks their submission

A
A

As

A
As

As
Version 1
Version 2

Version 1

A

Teacher either accepts, clears,
or adds feedback and returns to
student for another attempt

As

As

Version 1

Version 1

As
Version 2

With Assignments, teachers need:

Current designs did not support teachers because:

-

The ability to retain “their copy” of the assignment - AND - to see
all of the submissions assocaited with a student.

-

Limited ability to move between “My copy of the assignment”
and student’s submissions

-

The ability to return the assignment to a student with feedback allowing the student another iteration

-

No ability to return to student for another iteration

-

The ability to assign a single grade that accounts for all of the
iterations

-

No ability to see the history of changes and feedback on a
student’s submission

What is changing?

ULTRA Interaction Design Audit - Boston, Austin & DC

The Interaction Model is changing..
Inorder to account for the fluid movements and workflows that are necessary to support teachers in ULTRA, the interaction
model (or conceptual structure) of tests and assignments must change. The changes will affect the design as follows:

A
S
Teachers will have the ability to fluidly move between their
assessment (A) and their student’s submissions (S)

The Interaction Model is changing..
Inorder to account for the fluid movements and workflows that are necessary to support teachers in ULTRA, the interaction
model (or conceptual structure) of tests and assignments must change. The changes will affect the design as follows:

Assessment
Meta
Body

S

The assessment with contain two sections:
The first section holds the “Meta” information - that governs how it
is delivered to students & how they take it.

The Interaction Model is changing..
Inorder to account for the fluid movements and workflows that are necessary to support teachers in ULTRA, the interaction
model (or conceptual structure) of tests and assignments must change. The changes will affect the design as follows:

Assessment
Meta
Body

Submissions

List

The assessment with contain two sections:
The first section holds the “Meta” information - that governs how it
is delivered to students & how they take it.
The second section is the “body” of the the assesment. It contains
all of the materials that are actually requried to perform a
submission (can inlcude text, questions, attachments, etc..)

The Interaction Model is changing..
Inorder to account for the fluid movements and workflows that are necessary to support teachers in ULTRA, the interaction
model (or conceptual structure) of tests and assignments must change. The changes will affect the design as follows:

Title
Assessment
Meta
Body

1st Layer
Submissions

Taps assessment
from a base or
course layer

List

Both Sections are rendered on the Assessment Layer. This is the
layer that is invoked when the teacher clicks the assessment on
the course outline or from the stream.

The Interaction Model is changing..
Inorder to account for the fluid movements and workflows that are necessary to support teachers in ULTRA, the interaction
model (or conceptual structure) of tests and assignments must change. The changes will affect the design as follows:

Title
Assessment
Meta
Body

1st Layer
Submissions

Taps assessment
from a base or
course layer

Student’s
Submission(s)
View

Questions
View

For assessments that have questions built in ULTRA, teachers will
be able to toggle between the “Studen’ts submissions” view and
“Question View”. Each view is created to support a specific work
flow. See next page for more detail.

The Interaction Model is changing..
Inorder to account for the fluid movements and workflows that are necessary to support teachers in ULTRA, the interaction
model (or conceptual structure) of tests and assignments must change. The changes will affect the design as follows:

Title
Student’s Submission(s)

Assessment
Meta
Body

Student’s
Complete
Submission

Student’s
Grade &
submission
history

1st Layer
2nd Layer

Submissions

Taps assessment
from a base or
course layer

Click
Student’s
Submission(s)
View

Click

Student’s Answer to Question

Questions
View

Question

Student 1
Answer

Tapping an item in the submission list will display the associated
submission AS A NEW LAYER.. The workflow displayed as a new
layer will be dependent on the view in which the teacher invoked
it.
For example, if the teacher is looking at Student’s submission
view, and they tap the submission, it will appear in whole. If the
teacher is looking at the Questions view, and tap a question, the
studen’ts answers to that question will appear.

Student 2
Answer

The Interaction Model is changing..
Inorder to account for the fluid movements and workflows that are necessary to support teachers in ULTRA, the interaction
model (or conceptual structure) of tests and assignments must change. The changes will affect the design as follows:

Title
Student’s Submission(s)

Assessment
Meta
Body

Student’s
Complete
Submission

Student’s
Grade &
submission
history

1st Layer
2nd Layer

Submissions

Taps assessment
from a base or
course layer

Click
Student’s
Submission(s)
View

Click

Student’s Answer to Question

Questions
View

Question

Student 1
Answer

In both views, the teacher can navigate between students. In the
submission view, the teacher can move “left and right” between
each student’s submission(s). In Question & Answer view, the
teacher can move “left and right” between each students answer
to a single question.

Student 2
Answer

Teacher opens an assignment and sends it back to student
- student resubmits and the teacher grades it.

Biology 101

Assignment Title

Monument

Assignment Visible
Click to hide this assignment

Beth Carlson

6
Activity Stream

Submissions
Received

0

Submissions
Graded

0

Grades
Posted

View Submissions

Courses
Organizations

Assignment Details & Info

Calendar

Due 4/25/2014 | 9:00PM

You are only allowed one attempt at this test and it will cover all of the information we’ve
Messages discussed for Chapter One. There are a combination of question types here and you will not
receive a grade until everyone has finished the test and all grading is completed.

Allow Late Submissions
Submissions after due marked “Late”

Grades

Grade

Tools
Question 1
How much would could a wood chuck chuck, if a wood chuck could chuck wood?
1 Blocks of wood
2 Blocks of wood
3 Blocks of wood
4 Blocks of wood

10 points

Value - 10 Points
Schema - Letter (A, B, C, D..
Add Rubric

Biology 101

Assignment Title

Monument

Assignment Visible
Click to hide this assignment

Beth Carlson

6
Activity Stream

Submissions
Received

0

Submissions
Graded

0

Grades
Posted

Actions

Courses
Organizations
Calendar
Messages
Grades
Tools

Students

Submissions

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Opened 3/21/2014

3/22/2014

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Opened 3/21/2014

3/22/2014

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Opened 3/21/2014

3/22/2014

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Opened 3/21/2014

3/22/2014

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Opened 3/21/2014

3/22/2014

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Opened 3/21/2014

3/22/2014

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Opened 3/21/2014

3/22/2014

View Assignment Details & Info

Grades

Posted

Grade --

--

Grade --

--

Grade --

--

Grade --

--

Grade --

--

Grade --

--

Grade --

--

Assignment Title Here

Submissions

Monument

Beth Carlson

Beth Carlson

1 Submission

Activity Stream

1st Submission

Courses

Organizations

Grade & Comments
1

1st Submission
3/22/2015

Calendar
Add a comment

Messages
Grades
Tools

Grade --
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Detail Design
Crafting the system over hundreds of iterations
Part 1 - Defining the components & how they might evolve
Part 2 - Designing the details
Part 3 - Discovering problems through testing
Part 4 - Discovering problems through more testing & iteration

Blackboard - Content: Access & Sharing
Subscription vs Sharing
The majority of collaborative systems use a sharing model
to assign access rights to a file. This presents a problem in
the world of authored content and content use in a class.
Course planning is done in advance of when the content is
actually used in the classroom. it’s highlighly likely that
content that is being used in a course will have changed /
become updated / been removed by the time a teacher
goes to “use” it.

This presents a problem for the user of any shared files as:

We are thinking about using a “subscription” style model for
content. As there is a tacit understanding that when a user
is subscribed to a piece of content:

- there isn’t a clear precident within the concept of “sharing”
a file that it can be taken away or modified at any moment possibly disrupting a class. i.e. no other service who uses
the sharing convention currently does anything like this

- they can use a thing, but do not own it. (sometimes
indefinitely, sometimes for a short period of time.

- it is unclear as to what will happen when a file is changed
if the user doesn’t have the rights to copy it for themselves.

- It’s understood that because i don’t own the thing, it can
change.

- giving users of a content the right to retain ownership
presents a rights problem for the person who authored the
content. This person will most likely want to push updates
to a piece of content - or remove it from the system. As this
content is their intellectual property - the system should
support this in some capacity.

- It’s understood that there are terms to the use of the thing
that can be used to explicitly set rules for the “edge case”
events that can happen (for both the user and the lender) i.e. a person changes it while I’m using it - or it’s deleted
from the system while i’m using it.

Here, have it
A user can mark a file as “You can have it”.
Anyone in the system can find the file and
download the most recent version.
Changes are not pushed automatically.

Download
Most Recent

Shared W/
Others

Collaborate on it
This option is Invite only. A user can invite
others to a file - where both can edit it. With
this option, both users “own the document”.

Course
My Content

If one user deletes the document, other
collaborators retain access and ownership of it.

My Files
A users files, can be used in multiple classes and are accessible in a centralized repository
(with reference to the classes they are used in).

Subscribe to it
A user can mark a file as “can be subscribed to”.
They can then set the duration of a subscription
to “Forever” or “For the length of a course.
For each option:

Free
Or
Pay

{

Forever
A user who subscribes to a piece of content that
is marked “forever” will have read only access to
that piece of content forever. Even if the owner
deletes it from the system.
Subscribers will receive all updates as they are
pushed out.

Duration of course
A user who subscribes to a piece of content that
is marked “duration of course” will have read
only access to that piece of content for the
duration of the course. When the course ends,
they will lose access to the content.
IF the owner pushes an update, users who are
already subscribed to the content will have the
option to use the update or not (allowing them to
continue using the version of the content they
subscrbed to until the end of the time period).

Invite Only

Course
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Detail Design
Crafting the system over hundreds of iterations
Part 1 - Defining the components & how they might evolve
Part 2 - Designing the details
Part 3 - Discovering problems through testing
Part 4 - Discovering problems through more testing & iteration
Part 5 - Increasing the fidelity

Interaction Model

5

Mapping the future
Looking at the system & planning it’s evolution
Part 1 - Using service blueprints to map the overarching flow

Teacher

Crafting MY course

Syllabus Sausage Making

My Course

Teaching

Is this over yet?

Customer Journey Map
Product & User Need

How our products address
speciﬁc user needs

Ultra

Ultra

Informed I’m teaching

“I can see what students have
access to while I continue to build
& reﬁne my course content”

I can build my course without
students seeing me “play”

Content
Repository

“What could I have
done better?”

I’ve taught this before

Edit course &
concept ﬂow

Course
Goals

“I Remember what worked
and what didn’t”

I need help getting started..
what are others doing?

Remap concepts to
course schedule

Add / Edit, Search,
gather, and/or build
course content

Anxiety...

Refactor content
to ﬁt in schedule

“It feels like mine now..”

Course
Sequence

Syllabus Due
Date Announced

Search examples
of course structure

My attention
fades away

Search for syllabus
starting point

Syllabus
Submitted

Am I Ready?

“I need a starting point”

“How does the existing content
ﬁt into map to the goals?”

Anxiety...

Existing
Content

Course
Sequence

Course
Sequence

Students
Macro

Map concepts
to course ﬂow

ABACAF
ABACAF

FINALLY DONE!
Grades are submitted

Reviews:
Class Performance
Student Performance

Final Grades
are established

ABACAF

Class
Progress

ABACAF

Reviews ﬁnal grade
for each student

What should I have
done diﬀerently

More Assessments

Teachers view
ranking of students
by performance

Ranking of students
evolves as data
points are added

Adds Feedback
if necessary

Edits weights & ﬁnal
grade calculations

ABACAF
ABACAF

Assessment

I’m so close...
I’m so close..

How did I do?

ABACAF

Class
Progress

Class
Progress

Class
Perception

The course is new to me

Course
Goals

Reviews their
grading progress

How the class do?

ABACAF

Day of
class

Course
Goals

Content
Creation

Course
Goals

Content
Creation

I think i’m prepared!

Last

For some students, I
can do nothing more..

Copy and Paste
“Contract” parts

Search, gather, and/or
build course content

Course
Goals

Informed I’m teaching

Day of
classes

How did each individual do?

Balancing my students progress
with my ideal course structure

1st

Course
Goals

Content
Creation

Map calendar to
my class days

I’m building my classes; ﬁlling in
details with content, assessments, etc..

Can students access
the ﬁles I posted?

“I dread this process”

Edit course structure

“What is the ”right” sequence
to teach these goals?”

I’m worried that the students
can see me tinkering with
course content - and that
they will get confused

I’m building my classes; gesturally
arranging content and concepts

Thank god ... I’m done

Reviews | Obeservations | Student Work

Class progress against course goals
slowly becomes a larger focus than
creating & managing content

Hypothesis
on ranking
of students

I Narrow my focus to
some students

Assessment performance informs
student focus & class ranking

Student
Micro

I usually wait until 3/4
of the submissions are
in before i start grading

Work is
assigned

Did they get it?
Am I done Grading yet?

Adds Grade & Feedback

Student
Submits

Posts Grades
“I’m ﬁnished!!!”

Reviews:
Grading Progress
Class Performance
Student Performance

Teacher
reviews
submission

Returns to student for
rework or resubmission

“I can see my assignment &
grading progress & decide
when to start grading.”

“I can see my assignment &
grading progress & decide
when to start grading.”

“I can ﬁnish the
grading process”

Grader
Grader app doesn’t support the
complete teacher workﬂow yet..
e.g. sending assignment back to
a student to resubmit.

Ultra Teacher
Service Blueprint

V1 Release
Mapping teacher actions, behaviors & goals TO system actions and responses in the V1
Ultra product. This service blueprint visualizes “how” a teacher uses the V1 Ultra product
over the duration of their course. It shows how Ultra supports the teacher through a
service experience that evolves over time - rather than a list of features.

I’m Teaching

Preparing for Class
Build Mode

Pre Term Start

Wrapping Up

Term Start

Final Tasks

Term End

Time & Milestones

These actions are repeated throughout the term
Teacher Actions

Teacher is informed
of new course in
their timeline

Teacher adds
content to the
system by Upload
or Drag and drop

Teacher Accesses
course “shell” from
email, stream item,
or course list

Teacher elects to
create content in
ULTRA

Teacher is informed
that course is closed
to students

Teacher opens
course gradebook

Teacher teaches
their course Physical or Digital
presentations

Teacher opens the
course to student
access

Teacher makes
course content
available
“Show / Hide”

Teacher opens test
or assignment to
start / continue
grading

Teacher reviews
submission AND/OR
grading progress

Teacher Posts
grades for an item

Finalize and export
grades from system

Teacher is aware of
how to close course

Teacher closes
course to students

Line of Interaction

Touchpoints

Email

informs teacher that
their course shell is
in Ultra

Stream Item

informs teacher that
their course shell is
in Ultra

Course Item

Course

Not Visible State

Not Visible State

Appears in teacher’s
course list

Can be empty or with
prepopulated content
(from admin)

Course

Course

Course

Not Visible State

Not Visible State

ANY State

Course Outline

Course Outline

Gradebook

Added Content
Default not visible

Email

informs teacher
course is closed to
students and class
starts in 1 day

Create Content

Course

Conﬁrmation

Overlay Appears
highlighting how to
unlock the course

“Course is open and
we’ve sent an email
to all students in the
class”

Not Visible State

Course

Visible State

IF First Time Entry to
THIS Course page

FTUE
Introduces teacher
to this “safe space”
and shows them how
to allow student
access

UI Behaviors
& Responses

FTUE

IF content

NEED “Content is
hidden by default,
here is how to make
it visible to students”

Default not visible

NEED “Here is
content, where it
came from. How to
change visibility to
student”

IF teacher builds doc

IF teacher builds test
or assignment

FTUE

FTUE

How to build / add
components to page

IF ﬁrst time in
gradebook for this
courses AND test or
assign needs grading
schema.

How to build / add
components to page

FTUE

Visible State

Visible State

Course

Base
Gradebook

Visible State

Submissions List

Item

Base
Gradebook

Course Outline

Course Outline

Overview of grading
progress for the class.
List assignments as
necessary that need
attention.

Gradebook

Submissions

Overview of grading
progress for items in
the class.

Action to post items
where grading has
been completed
(Bulk)

Course

Content
Is displayed in class or
loaded into learn

Content Item
Default

Show on date

Content is invisible
until teacher clicks
show

Content is visible in
“disabled state” to
students. Includes
date in which item
will be displayed

IF no content

For Tests
Item

FTUE
Introduce grading
schema control

from student

Ability to “nudge”
students who have
not posted any
submission Individuals and bulk

Course

Item

Visible State

Submissions List

Gradebook

Action to post grades
for submissions that
have been graded

Action to post grades
for each item where
grading is complete

Course

Visible State

Gradebook

Email

informs teacher of
course end. “What is
closing a course” and
how would you like to

Action to add
calculations and
export grades

Course Timeline
Overlay appears
informing of course
end. “What is closing
a course” and how
would you like to:
Options:
- Allow content access
- Restrict Access

For Assign

Add grade to submission(s).
Option to use rubric when grading

Submissions List
List of students and
submission activity

Highlights Grade
Schema control “Click here to
choose how
assignment is
graded”

Introduces teacher
to course roster and
outline - “click here
to make or add
content”

Course

Single comment stream that records events as time
stamps (visible between teacher and student only)
Ability to browse all
submissions of test
from a single student

Ability to see
assignment and
return to student for
another submission

Ability to choose
grading method
when multiple
submissions

Line of Visibility

System Actions
& Behaviors

Course is closed
day prior to start
date

Course Shell
Created by Admin

Items with

still need to be created

System send an email
to all students in the
roster that the course
has been opened

Notify student
when teacher
clicks show

Notify student
when content
becomes
accessible

Add grade to
students
submission - do
not display until
teacher clicks
“Post Grades”

When assignment
is returned to
student, notify
them of need to
resubmit

If Grade already
release, When
comments or changes
are made to students
submission, notify
student

Notify students of
grade posted
Add grade,
comment, to
students view of
submission

System notiﬁes
teacher of end of
term - close the
class?

Inform student of
course closure and
accessibility to
course content

Preparing for Class
Build Mode

Pre Term Start

Time & Milestones

Teacher Actions

Teacher is informed
of new course in
their timeline

Teacher adds
content to the
system by Upload
or Drag and drop

Teacher Accesses
course “shell” from
email, stream item,
or course list

Teacher elects to
create content in
ULTRA

Teacher opens
course gradebook

Line of Interaction

Touchpoints

Email

informs teacher that
their course shell is
in Ultra

Stream Item

informs teacher that
their course shell is
in Ultra

Course Item

Course

Course

Course

Not Visible State

Not Visible State

Not Visible State

ANY State

Can be empty or with
prepopulated content
(from admin)

Course Outline

Course Outline

Gradebook

Added Content

Create Content

FTUE

IF teacher builds doc

Default not visible

IF First Time Entry to
THIS Course page

FTUE
Introduces teacher
to this “safe space”
and shows them how
to allow student
access

UI Behaviors
& Responses

Course

Not Visible State
Appears in teacher’s
course list

IF content

Default not visible

NEED “Here is
content, where it
came from. How to
change visibility to
student”

IF no content
Introduces teacher
to course roster and
outline - “click here
to make or add
content”

NEED “Content is
hidden by default,
here is how to make
it visible to students”

FTUE
How to build / add
components to page

IF teacher builds test
or assignment

FTUE

IF ﬁrst time in
gradebook for this
courses AND test or
assign needs grading
schema.

How to build / add
components to page

FTUE
Highlights Grade
Schema control “Click here to
choose how
assignment is
graded”

Line of Visibility

System Actions
& Behaviors

Course Shell
Created by Admin

Items with still need to be created

FTUE
Introduce grading
schema control

F content

fault not visible

NEED “Here is
ontent, where it
me from. How to
ange visibility to
student”

no content

roduces teacher
ourse roster and
tline - “click here
o make or add
content”

I’m Teachin

Build Mode

Term Start

These actions are r
Teacher adds
content to the
system by Upload
or Drag and drop

Teacher elects to
create content in
ULTRA

Course

Not Visible State

Course

Course

Not Visible State

Course Outline

Course Outline

Added Content

Create Content

Default not visible

Teacher is informed
that course is closed
to students

Teacher opens
course gradebook

ANY State

Gradebook

Email

informs teacher
course is closed to
students and class
starts in 1 day

Teacher teaches
their course Physical or Digital
presentations

Teacher opens the
course to student
access

Course

Conﬁrmation

Overlay Appears
highlighting how to
unlock the course

“Course is open and
we’ve sent an email
to all students in the
class”

Not Visible State

Course

Visible State

FTUE
NEED “Content is
hidden by default,
here is how to make
it visible to students”

IF teacher builds doc

FTUE
How to build / add
components to page

IF teacher builds test
or assignment

FTUE

FTUE

Course

Visible State

Course Outline
Content
Is displayed in class or
loaded into learn

Co

C

Default

Content is invis
until teacher cl
show

IF ﬁrst time in
gradebook for this
courses AND test or
assign needs grading
schema.

How to build / add
components to page

Teacher make
course conten
available
“Show / Hide

FTUE
Introduce grading
schema control

Highlights Grade
Schema control “Click here to
choose how
assignment is
graded”

Course is closed
day prior to start
date

Items with still need to be created

System send an email
to all students in the
roster that the course
has been opened

Notify stude
when teache
clicks show

I’m Teaching
Term Start

These actions are repeated throughout the te
Teacher is informed
that course is closed
to students

Teacher opens
course gradebook

se

Course

e State

ANY State

utline

Gradebook

Email

informs teacher
course is closed to
students and class
starts in 1 day

ontent

uilds doc

UE

d / add
to page

Teacher teaches
their course Physical or Digital
presentations

Teacher opens the
course to student
access

Course

Conﬁrmation

Overlay Appears
highlighting how to
unlock the course

“Course is open and
we’ve sent an email
to all students in the
class”

Not Visible State

Course

Visible State

IF teacher builds test
or assignment

FTUE

IF ﬁrst time in
gradebook for this
courses AND test or
assign needs grading
schema.

How to build / add
components to page

FTUE

Teacher makes
course content
available
“Show / Hide”

Teacher reviews
submission AND/OR
grading progress

Visible State

Visible State

Course

Base
Gradebook

Visible State

Course Outline

Course Outline

Overview of grading
progress for the class.
List assignments as
necessary that need
attention.

Overview of grading
progress for items in
the class.

Course

Content
Is displayed in class or
loaded into learn

Content Item
Default

Show on date

Content is invisible
until teacher clicks
show

Content is visible in
“disabled state” to
students. Includes
date in which item
will be displayed

Gradebook

Item

Submissions List
List of students and
submission activity

FTUE
Introduce grading
schema control

Ability to “nudge”
students who have
not posted any
submission Individuals and bulk

Highlights Grade
Schema control “Click here to
choose how
assignment is
graded”

d to be created

Course

Course is closed
day prior to start
date

System send an email
to all students in the
roster that the course
has been opened

Notify student
when teacher
clicks show

Notify student
when content
becomes
accessible

I’m Teaching

W

erm Start

n

nd
ail
he

mail
he
rse
d

Fin

These actions are repeated throughout the term
Teacher teaches
their course Physical or Digital
presentations

Teacher makes
course content
available
“Show / Hide”

Course

Course Outline
Content
Is displayed in class or
loaded into learn

Base
Gradebook

Course

Visible State

Visible State

Teacher opens test
or assignment to
start / continue
grading

Teacher reviews
submission AND/OR
grading progress

Course Outline
Content Item
Default

Show on date

Content is invisible
until teacher clicks
show

Content is visible in
“disabled state” to
students. Includes
date in which item
will be displayed

Course

Gradebook

Notify student
when content
becomes
accessible

Action to post items
where grading has
been completed
(Bulk)

Submissions
from student

For Tests
Item

Course

Submissions List

Gradebook

Action to post grades
for submissions that
have been graded

Action to post grades
for each item where
grading is complete

For Assign

Single comment stream that records events as time
stamps (visible between teacher and student only)
Ability to browse all
submissions of test
from a single student

Ability to see
assignment and
return to student for
another submission

Ability to choose
grading method
when multiple
submissions

Add grade to
students
submission - do
not display until
teacher clicks
“Post Grades”

When assignment
is returned to
student, notify
them of need to
resubmit

If Grade already
release, When
comments or changes
are made to students
submission, notify
student

Item

Visible State

Add grade to submission(s).
Option to use rubric when grading

Submissions List

Ability to “nudge”
students who have
not posted any
submission Individuals and bulk

Base
Gradebook

Submissions List

Overview of grading
progress for items in
the class.

List of students and
submission activity

Notify student
when teacher
clicks show

Item

Visible State

Overview of grading
progress for the class.
List assignments as
necessary that need
attention.

Teacher Posts
grades for an item

Notify students of
grade posted
Add grade,
comment, to
students view of
submission

Wrapping Up
Final Tasks

Term End

e term
Teacher opens test
or assignment to
start / continue
grading

Teacher Posts
grades for an item

Item

Base
Gradebook

Submissions List

Action to post items
where grading has
been completed
(Bulk)

Submissions
from student

ng
in

For Tests

Finalize and export
grades from system

Course

Item

Teacher is aware of
how to close course

Course

Visible State

Submissions List

Visible State

Gradebook

Action to post grades
for submissions that
have been graded

Gradebook

Action to post grades
for each item where
grading is complete

Email

informs teacher of
course end. “What is
closing a course” and
how would you like to

Action to add
calculations and
export grades

Teacher closes
course to students

Course Timeline
Overlay appears
informing of course
end. “What is closing
a course” and how
would you like to:
Options:
- Allow content access
- Restrict Access

For Assign

Add grade to submission(s).
Option to use rubric when grading
Single comment stream that records events as time
stamps (visible between teacher and student only)
Ability to browse all
submissions of test
from a single student

Ability to see
assignment and
return to student for
another submission

Ability to choose
grading method
when multiple
submissions

Add grade to
students
submission - do
not display until
teacher clicks
“Post Grades”

When assignment
is returned to
student, notify
them of need to
resubmit

If Grade already
release, When
comments or changes
are made to students
submission, notify
student

Notify students of
grade posted
Add grade,
comment, to
students view of
submission

System notiﬁes
teacher of end of
term - close the
class?

Inform student of
course closure and
accessibility to
course content
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Achieving the vision
Looking at the system & planning it’s evolution
Part 1 - Using service blueprints to map the overarching flow
Part 2 - Mapping the evolution of products

NEW SCHOOL INGREDIENTS

New School isn’t a product.
New School is a series of ingredients
that can be mixed together to
produce high quality, consistent,
predictable interactions across
Blackboard’s software.
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NEW SCHOOL INGREDIENTS

The ingredients of New School include:

Pathways
The ability to track the
learning journey over time.

Reminders & Notiﬁcations
The ability to receive timely
updates about time-sensitive
material.

Content & Grades
The ability to view and
manipulate content and
grades for a course.

Presence
The ability to understand
when people are online and
available.

Communication
The ability to interact with
people using chat, messaging,
rich video, and audio.

Purchasing
The ability to attain content
for a course on-demand.

Proﬁle
The ability to build or view a
visual representation of self.

Mentoring
The ability to help and
contribute to the success of
another student.

Collaborative Editing
The ability to edit
documents in small groups,
in real time.

Analytics
The ability to build view
aggregate data about all
data objects, over time.

Career Placement
The ability to explore career
paths and ﬁnd and apply for
jobs.

Cross Platform Consistency
A uniﬁed visual aesthetic and
interaction style across
devices and platforms.
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Phase 1/
•

•

•

Build and ship RESTful, cloudcentric architecture and
development platform
Build and ship consistent UI
platform across core products
(Learn Ultra, Bb Student,
Collab)
Build and ship world-class
mobile applications and
mobile-app framework for
future application
development

28

Phase 2/
•

•

•

Establish uniﬁed
authentication (BbID) and
student proﬁle
Consolidate product
oﬀerings (Transact,
Connect, Collab, Ultra
become one technical
system, with the ability to
dynamically permission
capabilities)
Develop Bb Instructor,
tablet-focused application
for teachers
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Phase 3/
•

•

•

•

Establish rich, welldocumented APIs against
core services
Deﬁne marketplace rules
for API use internally at
Blackboard, with joint
partners, and for external
developers
Evolve k12 oﬀering to Bb
Parent, providing seamless
connection between high
school and higher
education markets
Centralize technology to
three core mobile apps
build on a single New
School platform
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR ME?

New School has pragmatic implications on the work we do, in each of the
core competencies of our organization:
Design must work to unify the aesthetics, interactions, and emotional
qualities of our products
Engineering must provide seamless access to functionality and data
across products and platforms
Sales must sell the value of a cohesive integrated experience, rather
than individual features or functions
Marketing must improve the quality of our brand and brand
recognition with students
Product Management must specify & prioritize capabilities as they
relate across products, in addition to within a speciﬁc roadmap
Project Management (PMO) must support more matrixed
communication and coordinate increasingly intertwined timelines
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OUR CHALLENGE

New School will enable an end-to-end emotional value proposition for
students, and drive Blackboard’s success over the next ﬁve years.
Blackboard is transitioning, and in the future, our teams must think
holistically about end-to-end consumer experiences.

Our biggest challenge in achieving this
value proposition is ourselves – and
we must ﬁnd a way to eﬀectively
manage both services and product
roadmaps, simultaneously.
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Questions?

Service Design Assignment
Let’s Review Progress!!

